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NEW QUESTION: 1
With which technology do apply integrity, confidentially and
authenticate the source
A. IKE
B. Data encryption standards
C. IPSec
D. Certificate authority
Answer: C
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A. AWSã‚¹ãƒ†ãƒƒãƒ—é–¢æ•°
B. Amazon Inspector
C. Amazon GuardDuty
D. AWS CloudFormation
E. Amazon Macie
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following conclusions can you draw from the
information in the chart?
A. Of all the U.S. trade partners, Canada has the highest gross
national product (GNP).
B. Geographic location does not influence international trade.
C. The United States trades the most with the countries that
are geographically closest to it.
D. There is a relationship between the population density of a
country and its economic status.
E. There is a relationship between the size of a country and
its economic status.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The countries that the United States trades the most with Canada and Mexico - are also its geographic neighbors.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option E
B. Option C
C. Option B
D. Option A
E. Option D
Answer: A,B,C
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